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(54) Idiom recognizing document splitter

(57) A method and system is provided for splitting a
print job lacking page independence into selected job
portions wherein the job portions can be independently
processed in a plurality of processing nodes into a print-
er dependent format for printing by a printer. The print
job is searched for selected tokens/idioms known to nor-
mally generate a fault upon the independent processing

if the print job were to be split into the selected job por-
tions that were intended to be handled independently.
The selected tokens found in the search are saved. The
print job is then split into the selected portions and the
tokens are then associated with the split job portions for
guaranteeing processing independence during the
processing by the processing nodes.
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Description

FIELD OF THE INVENTION

[0001] The subject invention relates to printing sys-
tems, and, more particularly, processing steps for a print
job to split the job into segregated portions to facilitate
independent processing of the portions.

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

[0002] Generating print-ready documents to be print-
ed by a printing system requires acquiring all the infor-
mation (content, graphics, production specs, etc.) re-
quired to view, process and output the desired docu-
ment in an electronic form understandable by a print en-
gine. Such systems can range from those that are sim-
ple and modestly expensive such as are well known to
consumer users of personal computer systems, up to
commercial printing systems that are capable of gener-
ating in the range of one hundred pages per minute in
full color. All systems though have a high level objective
of printing faster.
[0003] There are three general approaches which
have been applied in the past for accomplishing this ob-
jective. First, faster serial processing methods suggest
optimizing the software and using faster and more ex-
pensive processors. Second, job parallel processing
sends separate jobs to separate systems and then
prints them on a common printer. Third, Portable Docu-
ment Format ("PDF") based page parallel systems con-
vert the job to PDF, and then split the PDF file into pages
which are converted to print ready form on multiple in-
dependent processors, with the job being printed on a
common printer. Software optimization has its limits and
faster processors are also limited by currently available
technology. Job parallel processing results in poor sin-
gle job performance, unpredictable job time and re-
duced throughput when there is only one long job in the
queue. The existing PDF-based solutions are slow due
to their need to often convert from a different input lan-
guage into PDF and then write the PDF file into an input
spool disk. Page parallel processing has suffered from
the inefficiencies of a throughput disadvantage because
per job overhead occurs on a per page basis.
[0004] Accordingly, in the continuing need for improv-
ing efficiency and speed in printing systems, there is a
need for a system which is not limited to mere job or
page parallelism and that can facilitate control and data
flow of a print job to the printing system while splitting
the print job into a plurality of print job portions, each of
which can be processed independently and in parallel.
How a print job can be better split while ensuring page
or chunk parallelism is a subject of this invention.
[0005] In addition to parallel processing, there are var-
ious other reasons for page independence to be valua-
ble. A document manager may be called upon to reverse
the order of the pages of a document prior to printing on

a printer that prints pages face up. A user may wish to
reprint only a portion of a long document, possibly due
to an error in the original printing process or subsequent
processing. In this case the document manager would
be called upon to extract a sub-document containing the
desired pages from the entire document before it is con-
verted to print-ready form. In either of these cases the
document manager must construct a valid document
that will, when converted to print-ready form, produce
the same set of pages as would have been produced
had the entire document been physically printed and
then either mechanically reversed (in the first case) or
the desired pages extracted from the larger set of (phys-
ical) pages. When the content of a given page depends
on the content of a previous page, this is not possible
using prior art techniques. In this case, page independ-
ence has been violated. When the content of any given
page does not depend in any way on the previous pages
processed, the document is page independent.
[0006] Document Structuring Conventions ("DSC")
conformant PostScript® is one system making page in-
dependent processing available; however, there are ex-
ceptions in this convention so that page independence
cannot always be guaranteed.
[0007] In order for a PostScript master to be conform-
ant it must obey the grammar specified by Adobe's re-
port #5001, PostScript Language Document Structuring
Conventions Specification, available from Adobe's de-
veloper support web site. While many PostScript mas-
ters violate the rules, there still is a substantial amount
of conformant documents. Several reasons exist for this
conclusion. First, the conventions are now approaching
ten years old, which has given applications and driver
writers time to modify their software, and for pre-DSC
software to have fallen out of use. Second, the Post-
Script masters of interest are all automatically produced
by a small set of applications (or an even more limited
set of drivers called by other applications). If these ap-
plications ever fail to produce conformant documents it
is in a very limited set of ways. Experience supports this
view: the majority of applications appear to produce con-
formant PostScript, while the exceptions appear to
break in predictable ways.
[0008] Document management systems are some-
times called upon to perform such tasks as job subset-
ting and page re-ordering (typically page reversal). The
requirements of such a system are much like those for
a splitter, which divides the job into independent pages
or groups of pages: each group when printed must print
correctly despite having been removed from the envi-
ronment of the job in which it originated.
[0009] Accordingly there is a need for a system which
is not limited to manipulating the pages in perfectly con-
formant documents, but can handle documents that are
close to conformance, breaking the rules in predictable
ways. Such a system is a subject of this invention.
[0010] The conventions describe material contained
in specially formatted comments, which means that a
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PostScript document need not conform in order to print
correctly. Certain print services depend on conform-
ance, which supplies the motivation for applications writ-
ers to conform. A DSC-conformant document begins
with the comment "%!PS-Adobe-3.0 <type>opt" where
the type indicates whether it is a regular file, an encap-
sulated PostScript file (EPSF), or of type Query, Exit-
Server or Resource. For the present invention, interest
primarily rests in regular files, for which a type is not sup-
plied, and EPSF, when it occurs as a sub-document in
a regular file. A document manager (which could be a
splitter) is expected to assume that a document is con-
formant if it begins with this comment. Experience has
shown that files with version 2.1 are equally likely to be
page independent.
[0011] The conventions describe a document as con-
taining a prolog and a script, the prolog containing ma-
terial that must be copied to the beginning of every sub-
document when a document is split, and the script con-
taining a small amount that also must be copied, fol-
lowed by the independent page material. It begins with
a "%%BeginSetup:" comment, and ends with an
"%%EndSetup" comment, which should be followed im-
mediately by the first "%%Page: <label> #" comment.
[0012] The content for a page normally begins with a
"%%Page:" comment, and ends with a "%%PageTrail-
er" comment, although the "%%PageTrailer" comment
is optional.
[0013] The convention specifications clearly indicate
that only one %%EOF should appear in a document,
and that a document manager should take the first oc-
currence as indicating end of file. However, PageMak-
er™ has been known to combine multiple documents
by appending them (including the %%EOF) into one file.
This is one example of an error in conformance that is
easily recognized and fixed.
[0014] Besides the comment structuring conventions,
the creator should put all the PostScript material needed
on all pages before the first "%%Page:" comment, with
the caveat that a creator is allowed to signal a failure to
do so with a "%%PageOrder: Special" comment. If a
document manager sees this comment, it is normally ex-
pected to assume the document is not page independ-
ent. However, at least one application always uses that
sequence, effectively disabling any document manage-
ment features that require page independence. It is the
goal of this invention to allow a document manager to
ignore the "%%PageOrder : Special", (for known appli-
cations) without generating incorrect output.
[0015] Accordingly, there is a need for a system or
method to identify preselected tokens or idioms which
are known to preclude independent handling of selected
portions of the print job. The print job then needs to be
adjusted to facilitate its splitting with minimal adjustment
of the print job itself. The subject invention satisfies
these needs and thus overcomes the problems speci-
fied above, as well as others.

BRIEF SUMMARY

[0016] In a nearly page-independent document print
job, such as is typically generated by modem applica-
tions and drivers, there is enough information in the
header material of the files of the print job to identify the
creator. For those creators known to generate incorrect
files or files that would be out of page independent con-
formance due to the inclusion of certain predetermined
idioms or tokens, a search is made for those idioms in
the files that cause the processing of the files to fail when
split into segregated pages. Corrective action is imple-
mented while splitting the files into pages or chunks so
that the files may be safely reordered, interpreted and/
or printed in parallel, subsetted, or treated in any other
way that requires page or chunk independence. Imple-
mentation of the subject invention facilitates page par-
allel RIP (Rasterizing Image Processing), as well as oth-
er applications including page reversal before RIP, sub-
set RIP and print, and page parallel print on multiple
printers.
[0017] The subject invention comprises a unique im-
plementation of parallelism for which we can find no sat-
isfactory defined term, and thus functioning as our own
lexicographer, we will refer to this concept as "chunk"
parallelism. Chunk parallelism is an intermediate level
of parallelism between job parallelism and page paral-
lelism. A chunk is a collection of rasterized data consist-
ing of at least one page and not more than one job. A
chunk may be an integer number of pages less than an
entire job'but has a rasterizing overhead occurring on a
chunk basis as opposed to a per page basis.
[0018] The printing system of the subject invention
comprises a printer; a plurality of processing nodes,
each processing node being disposed for processing a
portion of a print job into a printer dependent format; and
a processing manager for splitting the print job into seg-
regated portions for independent processing by the
processing nodes into the printer dependent format. The
processing manager includes means for identifying se-
lected idioms within the print job known to preclude split-
ting of the print job into a plurality of the portions for in-
dependent processing. The processing manager adds
the selected identified idioms or portions of the print job
associated with the idioms that manipulate the print job,
to the segregated portions during the splitting to enable
the successful processing. The idioms are attached to
a header of the print job and prefixed to each of the seg-
regated portions.

In one embodiment of the method of claim 1, the
method further comprises determining the creator of the
print job and wherein the token sought in the step of
searching the print job for selected token depends on
the determined creator.

In a further embodiment the splitting comprises
splitting the job so that all of the chunks in the job each
comprise one page.

In a further embodiment the method further com-
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prises outputting the selected chunks in a reverse order.
In one embodiment of the printing system of claim 9, the
means for adding comprises means for attaching the id-
ioms to a header of the print job and prefixing a copy of
the header to each of the segregated portions.

In a further embodiment the idioms comprise a
portion of the print job which manipulates the print job.

In a further embodiment the segregated portions
are disposed in a reverse order for printing, and the
processing manager affixes the header to the reversed
print job.

In a further embodiment the processing manager
includes means for determining the creator of the print
job and wherein the selected idioms depend on the de-
termined creator.

In a further embodiment the segregated portions
comprise a page of the print job.
[0019] In accordance with another aspect of the
present invention, a method is provided for splitting a
nearly-page independent print job into a plurality of job
chunks for independent parallel processing by a plurality
of processing nodes. The method comprises searching
the print job for predetermined idioms known to preclude
the successful independent processing of the chunks.
Idioms are saved in the header portion of the print job.
The job is split into the job chunks and the idioms are
added to the job chunks to enable their successful inde-
pendent processing. The adding preferably comprises
prefixing the header to the job chunks.
In one embodiment of the method as defined in claim
10, the adding comprises prefixing the header to the job
chunks.

In a further embodiment the method further com-
prises determining the creator of the print job and where-
in the tokens sought in the step of searching the print
job for selected tokens depend on the determined cre-
ator.

In a further embodiment the splitting comprises
splitting the job so that all of the chunks in the job each
comprise one page.
[0020] In a further embodiment the method further
comprises outputting the selected chunks in a reverse
order.
[0021] A first particular advantage of the subject in-
vention is parallel RIP node processing functionality
when the print job is not page guaranteed.
[0022] The second advantage is print job splitting so
that the files of the print job may be safely reordered,
interpreted and/or printed in parallel, subsetted or treat-
ed in any other way that requires page independence.
Such splitting particularly enables page parallel RIP as
well as page reversal before RIP, subset RIP and print,
and page parallel print on multiple printers.
[0023] Other advantages and benefits of the present
invention will become apparent to those of ordinary skill
in the art upon a reading and understanding of the fol-
lowing detailed description of the preferred embodi-
ments.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0024] FIGURE 1 is a block diagram illustrating the
architecture for control and data flow of a printing system
formed in accordance with the present invention; and
[0025] FIGURE 2 is a flowchart summarizing a meth-
od for processing a print job in accordance with the
present invention.

DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED
EMBODIMENTS

[0026] While the present invention will hereinafter be
described in connection with preferred embodiments
thereof, it will be understood that it is not intended to
limit the invention to those embodiments. On the con-
trary, it is intended to cover all alternatives, modifications
and equivalents as may be included within the spirit and
scope of the invention as defined in the appended
claims.
[0027] The present invention addresses the continu-
ing need for better handling of a print job especially
where selected portions of the job need special process-
ing as well as faster printing systems - particularly sys-
tems where every page can be color and different.
The system exploits parallelism to facilitate its speed,
and additionally an implementation of parallelism not
known in prior art printing systems which had been lim-
ited to job parallelism or page parallelism. The subject
invention may exploit an intermediate level of parallel-
ism herein defined as "chunk" parallelism. A chunk of
print job data is intended to comprise a collection of ras-
terizable data of at least one page and not more than
one job. Job parallelism would occur when a job is small-
er than the minimum chunk size, page parallelism oc-
curs when the minimum chunk size is 0 (bytes/pages).
The subject invention is useful for splitting a print job
into portions for either job, page or chunk parallel
processing.
[0028] The subject invention is described largely in
the context of splitting a job into a set of chunks which,
combined, form the entire document. However, other
applications exist. A splitter is readily adapted to the
problem of page reversal: in the simplest implementa-
tion single page chunks are produced, and then they are
gathered in reverse order to form the reversed docu-
ment. The reversed document may now be printed using
a serial or parallel system. A somewhat more efficient
approach would be to make a single pass through the
document finding material that should have been in the
header but was not, and appending it to the header, and
then putting out the header only once, followed by all of
the pages in reverse order.
[0029] Another application is job subsetting, in which
a specified subset of the document is required. The split-
ter may proceed without producing any output until it
reaches the first page to be printed. It then forms a single
chunk containing all of the requested pages (which may
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or may not be contiguous). This chunk now contains the
desired subset. The chunk may now be printed using a
serial or parallel system. A more efficient approach in
the parallel case would be to have the splitter suppress
pages not to be printed but produce multiple chunks in
the same fashion as if it were not subsetting.
[0030] In addition to the requirements described in the
background section of the present application, there are
many other requirements for conformance, most of
which appear to be followed. The parser/splitter (which
is intended to implement one embodiment of the present
invention) checks many of the requirements, in part to
increase the level of confidence in the document's con-
formance (and hence splitability), and in part to deter-
mine whether any known failures should be sought
(based on creator).
[0031] Two well known systems particularly useful for
generating graphics printing, Quark® and PageMaker®
have been known to include violations of page inde-
pendence despite being DSC conformant. Both Quark
and PageMaker sometimes define a font (it appears that
they find the font and apply a transformation to it, cach-
ing it in a global dictionary), just before the first time it is
used (i.e. after the start of the first page), and then use
it without redefining it on subsequent pages. They both
use the convention that fonts defined in this way have
names in the global dictionary that begin with
" " (six underscore characters). To fix
masters generated by these two creators, the document
manager checks for the six-underscore idiom after the
first "%%Page": comment. This is done by augmenting
the list of tokens the lexical analyzer finds to include the
token ' ', first, by
adding' ' to the table already contain-
ing flags for "<eol>%" and "%%", and second by check-
ing for the right number of additional underscores when
a double underscore is found. (Recall that the document
manager scans the file two bytes at a time, and uses
table lookup to determine whether a two-byte sequence
might be the start of a comment). This introduces very
little overhead for Quark and PageMaker files that do
not include this idiomatic failure, and next to no over-
head at all for other types of files.
[0032] Once a six-underscore token is found, sepa-
rate, creator-dependent routines are called to capture
exactly the right set of lines before and after that token,
and these are attached to the end of the already-cap-
tured text of the header section, to be prefixed to all sub-
sequent pages (but not to the current one).
[0033] The following example shows a piece of Post-
Script code that causes a document to lose page-inde-
pendence. This is only an example, and is typical of an
idiom found in QuarkXPress files:

%%Page: 1 1
%%BeginPageSetup
%RBIIncludePageSlotInvocation
mTSsetup

pmSVsetup
initializepage
(skywalker; page: 1 of 5) setjob
%%EndPageSetup
gS 0 0 589 767, rC
1 G
0 0 0 0 rF
0 0 :M
%QRKSequentialPageRange: 1 5
%QRKPageBegin: 1
%QRKSequentialPage: 1
QuarkXPress_4.04 begin
F/ss X 11 pen 0 H 0 a 0 b[] 0 p
OH
(29 29 679 679 initclip F rc u)kp
xpbu -1 F 60 45 sp0 T, xpscrn
calcbnd
xpbn
s2qd
-1000 -1000 :M
f58 sf
( )S
-1000 -1000 :M
xps2ps
xpbu
0 0 F 0 (| 55-Helvetica-Roman) T
F /| HelveticaNeue-Roman 0 T
dfnt
xpbn
...
5, 8, 8, f
end
%%QRKPageEnd
endp
%%PageTrailer
%%Page: 2 2.

[0034] This PostScript fragment locates a font, ap-
plies a transformation to it, and stores it using the symbol
"| 55-Helvetica-Roman" in a global
dictionary named "QuarkXPress_4.04". It does this by
means of specifying a number of parameters (numbers
and names) and invoking a number of previously de-
fined procedures (such as "xpbu" and "xpbn"). All of this
is done in the portion of the document which should be
part of page 1, and not part of the document header (it
follows the first "%%Page:" comment). If the document
manager were to split the document into its header ma-
terial and then prepend only that portion to each of the
pages (i.e. the portions beginning with every "%%Page"
and ending immediately before the next "%%Page" or
the end of file), the document would fail to print, since
later pages reference the symbol
"| 55-Helvetica-Roman".
[0035] With particular reference to FIGs. 1 and 2, the
system architecture, control of data flow and processing
steps of the subject invention comprise a print engine
10 which is managed by a processing node 12 respon-
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sible for job submission to the printer 10 and printer
management. When a print job is submitted to the print
system, an input spooling system 14 saves the content
either in memory or on disk. The job submission node
also advises the facility object manager 14 of the arrival
of the print job. The facility object manager 14 functions
as a processing manager assembly for effecting the
necessary supervisory functions, such as identifying
print job language, job size, and how/where to find print
job data within the memory system. Any of several
known mechanisms may be used to communicate the
location of the data, including the network file name for
a distributed system, or memory address for a central-
ized system. The processing manager node 14 also in-
cludes a splitter for splitting the print job into portions
capable of being independently processed in the com-
mon decomposer facility 16 comprised of a plurality of
independent operating processing nodes (RIPs). The
common decomposer facility provides translation of the
print job in its input form to printer dependent-ready form
for submission to the printer 10.
[0036] The subject invention is more particularly con-
cerned with how the facility operator 14 splits the job into
job chunks which are guaranteed independence for in-
dependent processing in the RIPS. The first step com-
prises a search of the print job to verify 20 if there are
idioms or tokens known to normally generate a fault up-
on the independent processing if the print job were to
be split into independent portions. In other words, cer-
tain predetermined idioms can be identified which are
known to involve, for example, font manipulation but are
disposed in a location within the print job precluding the
splitting of the job into pages for generated independent
page parallel processing. By idiom or token is meant a
portion of the print job effecting any such manipulation,
such as font manipulation, as well as other types of job
content manipulation. After the inclusion of such idioms
are verified, the portion of the print job associated with
the idiom is saved 22 to facilitate its movement or addi-
tion to different locations in the print job that guarantee
page independence. The facility object manager can
split 24 the print job into whatever portions are most ap-
propriate for RIP processing, i.e., pages or chunks. The
saved portion associated with the idiom is then prepend-
ed 26 to the split chunks, thereby guaranteeing inde-
pendence of the chunks for successful processing in the
common decomposer facility 16. The chunks are then
processed 28 in the facility 16.
[0037] After the initial %!PS-Adobe-3.0 comment, all
remaining DSC comments are preceded by a new line
or carriage return character, (ASCII 13 and 10) and be-
gin with two "%" characters. As such, they may be found
in running PostScript by scanning the file two bytes (one
short word) at a time and using a single table lookup per
short word. The initial portion of the file contains only
comments, and for this portion it is more efficient to use
a byte-aligned search. At the first non-comment line, the
parser switches to short-aligned searching. By con-

structing the lookup table on the fly, the parser is im-
mune to byteorder dependencies.
[0038] An algorithm to find such an idiom and save
the portion needed and to prepend it to subsequent pag-
es follows.

1. After finding a %%Page:" comment in a file
known to be created by QuarkXpress, 1.

Set found = false.

2. Advance to the next end of line.

3. Set StartingPositionl to the position of the start of
the current line.

4. Set StartingPosition2 to 0

5. For a maximum of 28 lines,

5.1. If the current line begins with"%%QRKSequen-
tialPage:"

5.1.1. set found to the value true, leave this loop (go
to step 6)

5.2. If the current line begins with "initializepage",

5.2.1. set endingPositionl to the location of the pre-
vious end of line,

5.2.2. set startingPosition2 to the location of The
end of the current line.

5.3. Advance to the next line

6. If found is false stop (the idiom was not found)

7. Set found= false.

8. Advance to the next line.

9. If the current line does not begin
with "QuarkXPress" stop (the idiom was not found)

10. Set more = false.

11. For a maximum of 30 lines

11.1. If the current line contains six underscores

11.1.1. Set found = true

11.1.2. Set more= true

11.1.3. Leave this loop (go to step 12)

11.2. Advance to the next line
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12. If found , is false stop (the idiom was not found)

13. If more is true

13.1. For a maximum of 4 lines

13.1.1. If the current line begins with "xpbn"

13.1.1.1. Exit this loop (go to step 14)

13.1.2. Advance to the next line

13.2. Set endingPosition2 to the end of the current
line.

13.3. Go to step 10

14. Save the portion from startPositionl to ending-
Positionl, and from startPosition2 to
endingPosition2.

[0039] The accumulated saved portion is then ap-
pended to the text of the header portion, followed by the
single line
end
to close a dictionary opened by the QuarkXPress-4.04
begin
[0040] This entire sequence is used instead of simply
the text of the header portion, to precede every page, in
the case of page-parallel printing, or back-to-front print-
ing, or to precede every independent block of pages, in
the case of subset printing.
[0041] What the above method does, is

• Verify that the idiom is used in the file
• Save the portion that does the font manipulation,

omitting the initializepage
• Make begin/end pairs match in the saved portion.

[0042] In that manner, subsequent pages can be
made independent of previous pages by ensuring that
font definitions are placed in the header section.
[0043] Some files contain a "%%IncludeResource:"
comment prior to defining fonts in much the same man-
ner as above; when that token is encountered at the file
level (not in enclosed documents) similar processing fol-
lows.
[0044] One other failure mode has been observed
with PageMaker. PageMaker permits the user to build a
document from multiple independent files. When the us-
er does so, the PostScript master emitted appears to be
multiple conformant documents concatenated together,
thereby containing multiple "%%EOF" comments, in vi-
olation of the standard. For the sake of these masters,
the document manager checks after the end of file to
see whether it really is at the end of the physical file, and
then loops back and attempts to parse a new document.
[0045] In summary, the essence of the invention is to

automatically edit portions of nearly-page independent
PDL files, in order to make them page independent, and
then continue with any operation such as page reversal,
page parallel printing or subset printing, that requires
page independence. The method uses the technique of
idiom recognition, relying on the fact that certain pat-
terns never appear in files except when they are doing
something that breaks page independence, and also re-
lying on those files being readily fixed by simple editing
operations.
[0046] While particular embodiments have been de-
scribed, alternatives, modifications, variations, improve-
ments, and substantial equivalents that are or may be
presently unforeseen may arise to applicants or others
skilled in the art. Accordingly, the appended claims as
filed and as they may be amended are intended to em-
brace all such alternatives, modifications, variations, im-
provements, and substantial equivalents.

Claims

1. A method for splitting a print job lacking page inde-
pendence into selected chunks, wherein the chunks
can be independently processed into a printer de-
pendent format for printing by a printer, the method
comprising:

searching the print job for a selected token
known to normally generate a fault upon the in-
dependent processing if the print job were to be
split into the selected chunks;
saving the selected token found in the search;
splitting the print job into the selected chunks;
and,
associating the selected token found in the
searching with at least one of the selected
chunks for guaranteeing processing independ-
ence of the one selected chunk.

2. The method of claim 1, further comprising process-
ing the selected chunks into a printer dependent
form.

3. The method as defined in claim 2, wherein the
processing employs a plurality of processing nodes.

4. The method as defined in claim 1, wherein the
searching comprises verifying a use of the selected
token in the print job by identifying selected program
idioms therein precluding predetermined process-
ing operations such as page re-ordering, page par-
allel printing and subset printing.

5. The method as defined in claim 4, wherein the sav-
ing comprises attaching the idioms in a header of
the print job.
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6. The method as defined in claim 5, wherein the at-
taching comprises attaching a portion of the print
job associated with the idiom which is responsible
for a manipulation of the print job.

7. The method as defined in claim 5, further compris-
ing outputting the chunks in reverse order and
wherein the associating comprises prefixing the
header only once to the reversed print job.

8. The method as defined in claim 5, wherein the as-
sociating comprises prefixing the header to the se-
lected chunks.

9. A printing system comprising:

a printer;
a plurality of processing nodes, each process-
ing node being disposed for processing a por-
tion of a print job into a printer dependent for-
mat;
a processing manager for splitting the print job
into segregated portions for independent paral-
lel processing by the processing nodes into the
printer dependent format, wherein the process-
ing manager includes means for identifying se-
lected idioms within the print job known to pre-
clude splitting of the print job into a plurality of
the portions for independent processing by the
processing nodes, and means for adding the
identified selected idioms to at least one of the
segregated portions during the splitting to ena-
ble the successful processing.

10. A method for splitting a nearly page independent
print job into a plurality of job chunks for independ-
ent parallel processing by a plurality of processing
nodes, comprising:

searching the print job for predetermined idi-
oms known to preclude the successful inde-
pendent processing of the chunks;
saving the idioms in a header of the print job;
splitting the print job into the job chunks; and,
adding the idioms to the job chunks to enable
the successful independent processing of the
job chunks.
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